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Abstract—The precoding in cell-free massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) technology relies on accurate knowledge
of channel responses between users (UEs) and access points
(APs). Obtaining high-quality channel estimates in turn requires
the path losses between pairs of UEs and APs to be known.
These path losses may change rapidly especially in line-of-
sight environments with moving blocking objects. A difficulty
in the estimation of path losses is pilot contamination, that
is, simultaneously transmitted pilots from different UEs that
may add up destructively or constructively by chance, seriously
affecting the estimation quality (and hence the eventual per-
formance). A method for estimation of path losses, along with
an accompanying pilot transmission scheme, is proposed that
works for both Rayleigh fading and line-of-sight channels and
that significantly improves performance over baseline state-of-
the-art. The salient feature of the pilot transmission scheme is
that pilots are structurally phase-rotated over different coherence
blocks (according to a pre-determined function known to all
parties), in order to create an effective statistical distribution
of the received pilot signal that can be efficiently exploited by
the proposed estimation algorithm.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, cell-free massive MIMO, signal
detection, covariance matrix estimation, pilot contamination.
I. INTRODUCTION
In cell-free massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-
output) [1]–[3], potentially large numbers of access points
(APs) are distributed over a wide geographical area. These
APs simultaneously serve many users (UEs) through coher-
ent precoding, in time-division duplex (TDD) mode. In its
canonical form, cell-free massive MIMO relies on uplink pilots
transmitted by the UEs in order to estimate all UE-to-AP
uplink channel responses. These estimates are then used to
aid the uplink data decoding, and by virtue of reciprocity of
propagation, subsequently for the downlink precoding.
Methods typically used for channel estimation in the lit-
erature are based on Bayesian minimum-mean square error
(MMSE) estimation [4]. MMSE estimation requires a priori
assumptions to be made on the statistics of the channel
responses. For instance, let gmik be the scalar channel response
between a single-antenna AP m and a single-antenna UE k,
in the i-th coherence block. The standard assumption is that
{gmik} are statistically independent, and gmik is zero-mean
complex Gaussian, with known variance βmk = Var {gmik}
that represents the average (over multiple coherence blocks)
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channel path loss, and includes large-scale shadowing ef-
fects [1], [5]–[8]. This assumption corresponds to Rayleigh
fading channels.
There is no known way around the assumption that the
path losses are known, other than to use special training
data to estimate them, which requires the expense of sig-
nificant extra dedicated resources [9], [10]. These resources
may be simply unavailable in applications that require ultra-
low latency. A complication in this estimation is that pilots
are typically reused (because of finite channel coherence),
which introduces “pilot contamination” interference that is
hard to resolve without a priori information [11]–[15]. More
importantly, the entire notion of a Gaussian prior on {gmik}
requires stationarity, that is, constancy of {βmk} over time
and frequency, an assumption that is likely to be violated
in practice. For example, a fast moving blocking object (or
the UE itself moving behind a blocking object) may abruptly
change the path loss, especially at higher carrier frequencies.
In conclusion, the stationarity assumption and the associated
requirement of prior knowledge of {βmk} can be hampering
in a practical implementation.
It might be tempting to use other algorithms than MMSE
for the estimation of {gmik}, that do not require any prior
assumptions, such as the non-Bayesian “least-squares” esti-
mator. However, that results in very poor performance [9],
[16] unless appropriate post-processing of the received data
is used, post-processing which in turn requires knowledge of
{βmk}. The reason is that {βmk} contain a significant amount
of information—in fact, the information encoded in {βmk} can
be interpreted as a priori information on the UE locations. The
larger a value of βmk is, the closer a UE k to an AP m is.
Contribution: We propose a solution to estimate the chan-
nel responses and the path losses in the presence of pilot
contamination, along with an accompanying phase-rotation
pilot transmission scheme. The solution is particularly useful
in line-of-sight operation, which is likely to be a most common
operating condition for cell-free massive MIMO systems.1
The solution is also especially useful in scenarios where (i)
1A practical implementation of cell-free massive MIMO denoted radio
stripes is proposed in [2], [17]. Radio stripes aim at enabling invisible, low-
cost deployment of large number of distributed APs in the vicinity of the UEs.
This is achieved by serial integration of distributed transmitting and receiving
components into the same cable that also provide fronthaul communication
and power. Since the UEs are surrounded by many APs, it is reasonable to
assume that some APs are in line-of-sight to each UE.
the stationarity assumption does not hold (i.e., fast-changing
blocking conditions), (ii) at higher carrier frequencies, (iii)
where latency is a concern, (iv) where the allocated bandwidth
is small, e.g., certain mMTC (massive machine-type communi-
cations) and IoT (Internet-of-Things) scenarios. Unlike prior-
art schemes [9], [10], our proposed scheme does not require
additional dedicated resources for estimating the path losses.
As in [18], the path losses are estimated in the same resources
employed for the channel response estimation. Each AP self-
learns the path losses during the uplink training, wherein
an a-priori-assumption-free channel estimate is performed.
However, the scheme proposed in [18] requires to reallocate
the pilots according to proper patterns in each coherence block
in order to reconstruct the channel covariance matrices (i.e.,
the joint pilot allocation matrix must be full rank and known to
all the parties). Hence, the analysis in [18] is entirely different
from the analysis herein proposed, and it is also limited to
independent Rayleigh fading channels. To the best of author’s
knowledge, there are no studies on path losses (i.e., covariance
matrix) estimation considering the line-of-sight channel model.
The analysis in this work focuses on estimating the path losses
of two UEs sharing the same pilot over multiple coherence
blocks. (Path loss estimation through orthogonal resources is
trivial and therefore omitted.) An extension to multiple co-pilot
UEs remains a possible topic for future work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
K single-antenna UEs are served through coherent precod-
ing by M service antennas. These M service antennas are
deployed on APs. An AP may have a single antenna, or (small)
arrays of antennas; the precise arrangement is substantially
immaterial for the modeling and only affects the eventual
performance. For simplicity, we assume single-antenna APs
and single-antenna UEs in this discussion. Generalization to
multi-antenna APs and UEs is straightforward.
There is full coherent cooperation among all service M
APs. The channel coherence block consists of τC samples
of which τP are used for uplink pilots. A set of τP pre-
determined orthonormal sequences (τP-length vectors) are used
as pilots. The case of interest is when K > τP, so that reuse
of pilots among different UEs is inevitable. Only the uplink is
of concern here, and the transmission in I coherence blocks is
considered. We assume that the path losses are constant within
the I coherence blocks. In a low-latency application, these
coherence blocks would consist of groups of subcarriers of
a single OFDM (orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing)
symbol in time, though nothing precludes the I blocks to span
over multiple OFDM symbols in principle.
A. Uplink training
For the purpose of channel estimation, the K UEs transmit
uplink pilots in each coherence block. Let pik be the index of
the pilot sequence used by UE k in the i-th coherence block.
We denote
√
τPρpφpik ∈ CτP as the pilot sequence sent by the
k-th UE, k = 1, ...,K , where
∥∥φpik∥∥ = 1, and ρp is a constant
that has the interpretation of pilot signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
We assume that any two pilot sequences are either identical
or mutually orthonormal, that is φHpikφpik′ is either equal to
1, if φpik =φpik′ , or 0, otherwise. The pilot signal received
at AP m is a linear superposition of K pilots:
ymi =
√
ρpτP
∑K
k=1
gmikφpik +wmi, (1)
where wmi ∈ CτP is the receiver noise vector whose ele-
ments are i.i.d. CN (0, 1). AP m performs “de-spreading” in
the standard manner by projecting this received pilot signal
onto the orthonormal pilot vectors {φ1, . . . ,φτP}. This de-
spreading results in IτP random variables,
ymiq =
1√
τP
φHq ymi =
√
ρp
∑
k:pik=q
gmik +
wmiq√
τP
, (2)
i = 1, . . . , I; q = 1, . . . , τP . Each variable, ymiq , contains
the received pilot at the m-th AP in the i-th coherence block
projected onto the q-th pilot sequence. The sum is over those
UEs that use the q-th pilot sequence, and this summation arises
because of the pilot reuse.2 The terms {wmiq = φHqwmi} con-
tain estimation noise and are mutually independent CN (0, 1).
B. Channel Estimation
The canonical assumption made in all related papers the
authors are aware of assumes that a priori, {gmik} are statis-
tically independent, gmik ∼ CN (0, βmk), where {βmk} are
known, from which the MMSE estimate easily follows [1]:
gˆmik = E {gmik|{ymi1, . . . , ymiτP}} = E {gmik|ymipik}
=
√
ρpτPβmk
ρpτP
∑K
k′:pik′=pik
βmk′ + 1
ymik. (3)
The mean-square of these channel estimates is,
γmik = E
{|gˆmik|2} = ρpτPβ2mk
ρpτP
∑K
k′:pik′=pik
βmk′ + 1
, (4)
and represents a quality measure of the estimate: it always
holds γmik ≤ βmk, and the closer γmik is to βmk, the better
is the estimate (the less is the effect of pilot contamination and
measurement noise). The channel estimates {gˆmik} in (3) are
optimal if gmik ∼ CN (0, βmk), that is independent Rayleigh
fading, and sub-optimal otherwise. They are typically useful
also for other fading distributions (e.g., Ricean, line-of-sight)
as long as βmk has the meaning of “average strength” (mean-
square value) of gmik.
III. SELF-LEARNING DETECTOR
For given q, the variables {ymiq} constitute a sufficient
statistic for the estimation of all {gmik} for which pik = q.
However, without the use of additional prior knowledge,
estimates based on {ymiq} are typically meaningless. To
understand why, consider a scenario with K = 2 UEs that
both use the first pilot (q = 1) in every coherence block. Then
ymi1 =
√
ρp(gmi1 + gmi2) +
1√
τP
wmi1, (5)
2If each UE would had a unique pilot sequence, then
∑
k:pik=q
gmik
would reduce to gmik′ where k
′ is the index of the UE that uses pilot q.
from which non-Bayesian estimation of {gmi1, gmi2} is im-
possible: the problem is unidentifiable (the Fisher information
is singular and the maximum-likelihood estimate is undefined).
Other non-Bayesian estimates could be envisioned. For exam-
ple, the following estimate (for the first UE)
gˆmi1 =
1√
ρp
ymi1 = gmi1 + gmi2 +
1√
ρpτP
wmi1, (6)
represents the so-called “least-squares” estimate, but is sub-
stantially useless unless it is post-processed using additional a
priori information about gmi1 [9], [16]. In general, without the
use of additional prior knowledge, estimates based on {ymiq}
are typically meaningless. The issue is of course that the AP
sees the (reused) pilots superimposed, and without a priori
information it has no way of telling which contribution to
ymiq originated from a specific UE.
A. Proposed Method
We propose a method to estimate the path losses {βmk}
from pilot-contaminated observations that are useful irrespec-
tive of the channel fading distribution. We restrict our analysis
herein to a system with at most two UEs that share the same
pilot sequence. (Such a system can multiplex simultaneously
at most 2τP UEs per coherence block.) The proposed approach
works as follows:
1) A UE transmits phase-rotated versions of the assigned
pilot sequence over different coherence blocks. The
phase shifts needed to generate these phase-rotated pilots
are not drawn uniformly at random as in [10], but
according to a pre-determined function known at the APs
and UEs.
2) APm estimates the path losses towards the UEs through
maximum-likelihood (ML) under a suitable assumption
on {gmik}. Let Lmiq be the contribution to the logarithm
of the likelihood function (i.e., the logarithm of the joint
probability distribution of the observed sample), with
respect to the measurement |ymiq|2 in coherence block
i for pilot q. These contributions are summed up over
the coherence blocks to find the ML estimates of {βmk}.
3) The APs estimate the channel responses by using
MMSE, and decode the data using the so-obtained path
loss estimates.
4) The APs de-rotate the channel estimates by using the
pre-determined phase-rotation sequences.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the first UE (UE
1) is assigned the pilot sequence with index q and no pilot
phase shift, for all the I coherence blocks. Conversely, UE 2
applies I phase rotations to its own assigned pilot q, according
to a pre-determined function known to all APs, resulting in I
unique phase-shifted pilot sequences. These I phase-rotated
pilots are then transmitted in I consecutive coherence blocks.
The transmitted pilot from UE 2 in coherence block i is given
by
√
ρpτPφqe
jϕi , where ϕi ∈ [−pi, pi], and the phase shifting
function is defined as
ϕi =
(2i− 1)pi
I
− pi, i = 1, . . . , I. (7)
This choice guarantees to draw I phase shifts spread out
over the unit circle. The purpose of applying these struc-
tured phase rotations to the transmitted pilot sequence is to
approximately de-correlate the channels of different UEs in
different coherence blocks. This de-correlation facilitates the
path loss estimation. In scenarios where the UEs’ channels are
uncorrelated (e.g., independent Rayleigh fading), phase-rotated
pilots do not introduce significant benefits. Conversely, in line-
of-sight (LoS), channels are highly correlated over multiple
coherence blocks, and phase-rotated pilots are essential.
A similar idea was proposed in [10], assuming only corre-
lated Rayleigh fading channels, and consisting in UEs sending
phase-rotated pilots, whose phase shifts are uniformly gener-
ated at random. Unlike in [10], in our scheme the APs self-
learn the path losses in the uplink training, thus requiring no
additional pilot resources.
B. Analysis for the LoS Channel
In LoS, we have |gm1k| = · · · = |gmIk| =
√
βmk and
the phase of gmik is either constant or varies linearly with i.
Assuming that two UEs are assigned the same pilot with index
q for I coherence blocks, but transmit the pilots according to
the proposed scheme, the de-spread pilot signal at AP m in
coherence interval i is given by
ymiq =
√
ρp(gmi1 + e
jϕigmi2) +
wmiq√
τP
, (8)
where ϕi is given in (7). To estimate the path losses, AP m
focuses on |ymiq|2. An effective statistical distribution of the
squared magnitude of the de-spread pilot signal, denoted by
Y , can be obtained in closed form (parametrized by βm1 and
βm2) as follows. For the sake of brevity, we let ρp = τP = 1.
Hence, Y is given by
Y = |gmi1 + ejϕˆigmi2 + wmiq|2, (9)
where ϕˆi∈U [−pi,pi]. Note that, Y has the same distribution as
Y ′ ,
∣∣∣|√βm1 + wmiq |+ ejϕ′i√βm2∣∣∣2 , (10)
where ϕ′i ∼ U [0, pi] by symmetry. Let A ,
∣∣√βm1 + wmiq∣∣,
and b ,
√
βm2. Conditioned on wmiq (that enters only through
A), the cumulative distribution function (cdf) is
P (Y ′ ≤ t|A = a) = P (|a+ bejϕ′i |2 ≤ t|A = a)
= P ((a+ b cos(ϕ′i))
2 + b2 sin2(ϕ′i) ≤ t|A = a)
= P (a2 + b2 + 2ab cos(ϕ′i) ≤ t|A = a)
= P
(
cos(ϕ′i) ≤
t− a2 − b2
2ab
∣∣∣∣∣ A = a
)
=


1,
√
t > a+ b,
0,
√
t < |a− b|,
P
(
ϕ′i ≥ arccos
(
t−a2−b2
2ab
) ∣∣∣A = a) , otherwise,
(11)
where in turn,
P
(
ϕ′i ≥ arccos
(
t− a2 − b2
2ab
) ∣∣∣∣∣A = a
)
=
1
pi
∫ pi
arccos
(
t−a2−b2
2ab
) dϕ′i=1−
1
pi
arccos
(
t−a2−b2
2ab
)
.
(12)
Hence, the probability density function (pdf) of Y ′ conditioned
on A is given by
pY ′|A(t | a) = ∂
∂t
P (Y ′ ≤ t|A = a)
=
{
0, t ∈ T ,
− 1
pi
∂
∂t
arccos
(
t−a2−b2
2ab
)
, otherwise,
=


0, t ∈ T ,
1
2piab
√
1− ( t−a2−b22ab )2
, otherwise, (13)
where T = (−∞, |a − b|) ∪ (a + b,+∞). But A has a
Ricean distribution with parameters
√
βm1 and 1/
√
2.3 So the
unconditional pdf of Y ′, parametrized by βm1 and βm2, is
well approximated by
pY ′(y
′;βm1, βm2) =
∫
pY ′|A(y
′|a) pA(a) da
≈
∑
j
pY ′|A(y
′|aj) pA(aj) ∆aj , (14)
for a handful of points {aj} appropriately selected from the
support of the following pdf:
pA(a) = 2a e
−(a2+βm1)I0
(
2a
√
βm1
)
, (15)
where ∆aj = aj − aj−1, and I0
(
2a
√
βm1
)
is the 0-th order
modified Bessel function of the first kind given by
I0
(
2a
√
βm1
)
=
∞∑
j=0
(a2βm1)
j
j! Γ(j + 1)
.
Assembling the components together, the contribution to
the logarithm of the likelihood function, with respect to the
measurement |ymiq|2 is given by
Lmiq(βm1, βm2) = log pY ′(y
′;βm1, βm2) (16)
≈ log
∑
j
pY ′|A(y
′|aj) pA(aj) ∆aj
= log
∑
j


0, y′ ∈ Yj ,
∆aje
−(a2j+βm1)I0
(
2aj
√
βm1
)
pib
√
1−
(
y′−a2
j
−b2
2ajb
)2 , otherwise,
(17)
3R ∼ Rice(ν, σ) if R = √X2+Y 2, where X ∼ N (ν cos θ, σ2)
and Y ∼ N (ν sin θ, σ2) are statistically independent normal random
variables, and θ is any real number. Since wmiq ∼ CN (0, 1) and βm1 is a
constant, we have ℜ(√βm1 +wmiq) ∼ N (
√
βm1, 1/2), and ℑ(
√
βm1 +
wmiq) ∼ N (0, 1/2). This gives |
√
βm1+wmiq| ∼ Rice
(√
βm1, 1/
√
2
)
.
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Fig. 1. NMSE of the path loss estimate in the case of structured phase-rotated
pilot transmission (proposed scheme), psuedo-random phase-rotated pilots
(reference scheme [10]), and non-phase-rotated pilots (canonical). I = 10.
where Yj=(−∞, |aj−b|)∪(aj+b,+∞). These contributions
are then summed up over the coherence blocks in order to find
the maximum-likelihood estimates of {βmk}, as follows
βˆm1, βˆm2 = argmax
βm1,βm2
I∑
i=1
Lmiq(βm1, βm2). (18)
The complexity of the proposed scheme scales linearly with
the number of co-pilot UEs and coherence blocks. Note that,
the estimation decouples over the APs and the pilot sequences.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider the system described in Section III wherein
AP m has to estimate, in I coherence blocks, the path losses
towards UE 1 and UE 2, which are assigned the same pilot se-
quence with index q. To evaluate the estimation performance,
we measure the normalized mean square error (NMSE) of the
path loss estimate, defined as
NMSEk =
1
β2mk
E
{∣∣∣βˆmk − βmk∣∣∣2
}
, k = {1, 2}, (19)
where {βˆmk} are obtained by the ML detector in (18) using
a grid search. Fig. 1 shows the NMSE of the path loss esti-
mates with structured phase-rotated pilots (proposed), psuedo-
random phase-rotated pilots [10] (reference), and canonical
pilot transmission (i.e., no phase rotation is applied on the pi-
lots). We consider the LoS scenario described in Section III-B,
and when generating the user channel, we set the path loss of
UE 1 (referred to as reference path loss) such that the corre-
sponding large-scale uplink SNRm1, that is ρpβm1, is equal to
20 dB. Then, we let the path loss of UE 2 vary from 0 to 10
dB larger than the reference path loss. We also set I = 10. The
path loss estimates for all the schemes are obtained by using
the detector in (18). Firstly, we observe that phase-rotating
the pilots in a deterministic fashion significantly improves
the NMSE over the state-of-the-art. Note that, drawing phase
0 20 40
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-10 0 10 20
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Fig. 2. Left: mean NMSE versus I , SNRm1 = SNRm2 = 20 dB. Right:
mean NMSE versus large-scale SNR, βm1 = βm2 and I = 10. LoS scenario.
shifts randomly, as in [10], might result to poor estimates in
the case of unfortunate shifts that de-correlate the channels
only minimally, especially when few signal observations are
available (i.e., I is small). Secondly, the NMSE reduces as the
path loss gap between UE 1 and UE 2 increases, as the detector
is able to better differentiate the single contribution originated
from each UE. Particularly, the NMSE of UE 2 substantially
improves because of two factors: the excellent de-correlation
among the observations from phase-rotating the pilots, and the
higher SNRm2.
In Fig. 2, we show how the mean NMSE varies with the
length of the coherence block (left figure), and the large-
scale SNR (right figure), in LoS scenario. In these simula-
tions, we focus on the case when βm1 = βm2, where the
channel estimation is trickier, as observed in Fig. 1. The left
figure clearly shows that our proposed scheme needs very
few coherence blocks to provide satisfactory mean NMSE.
For example, our scheme employs just ten coherence blocks
to obtain a mean NMSE slightly larger than 10−2, against
about thirty coherence blocks used by the scheme in [10].
This result makes our scheme appealing in applications where
channel conditions change very quickly, and/or with resource
constraints. The performance of the canonical scheme does
not vary with I due to the low degree of uncorrelation of
the channel observations. The right figure shows that all the
schemes perform poorly when SNRm1 = SNRm2 =−10 dB,
and the performance gain of our proposed scheme over the
prior-art schemes increases as the large-scale SNR grows,
resulting in less noisy channel observations. For instance, the
NMSE provided by our proposed scheme at 3 dB SNR is
achieved by the reference scheme at 10 dB SNR.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a path loss estimation method along with
an accompanying phase-rotation pilot transmission scheme
for the cell-free massive MIMO uplink, assuming line-of-
sight channel model. The purpose of phase-rotating the pilot
sequence in each coherence block, is to approximately de-
correlate the channel observations at the APs. As a result, the
proposed scheme can provide smaller NMSE at smaller SNR
operation yet saving pilot resources compared to state-of-the-
art schemes. These features are especially appealing in scenar-
ios characterized by fast-changing blocking conditions, high
carrier frequencies, low latency requirements, and bandwidth
constraints. We restricted our study to the case of systems with
at most two co-pilot UEs. The general case with more co-pilot
UEs may be included in a future work. Another extension to
this work may consist in devising a ML method that combines
multiple statistics (e.g., ymiq and |ymiq|2) to directly estimate
the channel responses.
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